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 Cyta also provides a fixed line telephone with a regular base rate as well as a flat fee for additional services, such as Siproxis, or
the alarm system, or second modem (for no additional charge) and telephone bills.&(NetFasteR IAD 2 PSTN) HOL provides
internet, telephone and ADSL services. They have two ADSL lines, one of which has very fast upload speed (600 Mbps). This
line is shared with telephone traffic, which is metered. The second ADSL line has much slower upload speed (3 Mbps) and is

used for non-telephone traffic.&(Pirelli/ADB PRG A4201G)&(NetFasteR IAD 2 PSTN) Both Cyta and HOL have a consumer-
based pricing model for internet, telephony and data. The DSL speed is 100 Mbps, and the first 300 GB is free for the

consumer; after 300 GB, the price doubles. The flat fee for additional services is for several hundred euros per year. None of
the ISP's offers a warranty.The telephone number is provided for the ADSL connection with a free 7 day trial period. After this

period, the flat fee for additional services starts at approximately 300 euros per year (for one ADSL line and one telephone
line), and the DSL speed is not as fast as the 300 Mbps ADSL connection provided by the two other ISPs. The consumer buys
the modem/router for approximately 50 euros, and also pays a monthly fee for a 7 day trial period. The monthly fee starts at

approximately 90 euros and goes up to approximately 120 euros for the first year. After the first year, the monthly fee stays at
90 euros. The user can always install a static IP address; the ADSL account is linked to the static IP address, and the port

forwarding is not changed for ADSL connections. The server has the following open ports:&(Pirelli/ADB PRG A4201G) 80,
443, 8080, 3306, 8022,8088,8090,8000, 8081, 8443, 2222, 8888, 8889, 22 (unencrypted ssh) The use of multiple ports is

related to all customers, and the ISP has no control of them. None of the above mentioned ports are used for the installation of
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the BackTrack 5 Live CD, and the user can always unplug the modem/rou 82157476af
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